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8.2.9 Consilio Software Suite  

Sightline by Consilio 

Support your entire eDiscovery workflow in an intuitive platform designed for efficiency 
and trusted to perform. eDiscovery comes in all shapes and sizes. Whether handling 
Data Subject Access Requests (DSARs) or more complex litigation, Sightline helps 
case teams be more efficient with their eDiscovery workflows. Cull more, prioritise 
better and review faster with lower cost – taking the stress out of eDiscovery. Sightline 
uses analytics to inform the case team when other documents should be kept in the 
same assignment batches, and defines the optimized sort order of documents in order 
to promote coding speed, coding quality and minimize QC clean-up headaches. For 
review managers, knowing a review’s progress, activity levels and outcomes should 
not be mysteries to solve for. Sightline is different from other eDiscovery software 
platforms. It makes everything about your review transparent with customizable and 
shareable reports – without the need for service calls. Case teams no longer stay in 
the dark when it comes to knowing the progress of their review. 

Relativity 

We do not believe that clients should be locked into a one-size-fits all approach to 
review technologies: our clients should have the option to select a technology that fits 
the needs of a particular matter. That’s why in addition to our innovative web-based 
review software, Sightline, clients have the option of hosting matters in kCura’s 
Relativity software. 

Our commitment to service excellence is paramount regardless of platform chosen. 
Consilio staffs, trains and continually invests in educating our 75+ worldwide Relativity 
Certified Administrators (RCAs), Relativity Review Specialists, Relativity Assisted 
Review and Analytics Specialists, Relativity Experts and Relativity Infrastructure 
Specialists. Our goal is to ensure your hosting experience is exceptional. Many 
providers don’t have the deep bench needed to master all of Relativity’s capabilities; 
Consilio does. As one of the largest Relativity hosts with multiple installations around 
the world, Consilio has the depth to support the specific workflows and nuances of your 
matter. 

Owned/Supplied by : Consilio 

Used by : Consilio 

 

 

  

https://uk.consilio.com/technology/sightline/

